Abstract. Automatic question generation from text or paragraph is a great challenging task which attracts broad attention in natural language processing. Because of the verbose texts and fragile ranking methods, the quality of top generated questions is poor. In this paper, we present a novel framework Automatic Chinese Question Generation (ACQG) to generate questions from text or paragraph. In ACQG, we use an adopted TextRank to extract key sentences and a template-based method to construct questions from key sentences. Then a multi-feature neural network model is built for ranking to obtain the top questions. The automatic evaluation result reveals that the proposed framework outperforms the state-of-the-art systems in terms of perplexity. In human evaluation, questions generated by ACQG rate a higher score.
Introduction
Question generation aims to create natural questions from a given text or paragraph, and there are a lot of demands in the field of natural language processing, such as reading comprehension [8, 5, 6] , developing as a chatbot component to request feedback [4] , and improving mental health [16] . Besides, question generation systems can aid in the development of annotated datasets for question answering [19] . The existing question generation approaches can be categorized as template-based [17, 10, 8] , semantic-based [9, 13, 12] , and sequence-to-sequencebased [16, 21, 5] . The success of these approaches hinges critically on the existence of well-designed rules for declarative-to-interrogative sentence transformation or a powerful labeled dataset.
However, the main points or events of text only contain in few key sentences. Authors express their emotions or points indirectly, so the texts always exhibit complex structure and long content. The verbose texts make existing approaches generate many unimportant questions, which are unacceptable for users. In addition, the fragile ranking methods do not take enough features into account, such as the n-gram score in question, answer's location position in original sentence and so on. As a result, the key questions do not always appear in the front rank of outputs.
To address these issues, we introduce an Automatic Chinese Question Generation (ACGQ) approach. Since the verbose text content is not a good input for question construction, we firstly extract key sentences from text, and locate the main points. Next, a template-based question construction model is built to generate questions from declarative-to-interrogative sentence. Finally, a multi-feature neural ranking model is proposed to rank the generated questions.
The main contributions of our work are listed as follows:
1. We develop an adapted TextRank model to identify the key sentences of text and filter verbose sentences from source. 2. We design a multi-feature neural network model to rank all generated questions and obtain more acceptable questions in the front rank. 3. We conduct extensive experiments and the results show that our framework achieves a better performance compared to the state-of-the-art systems in terms of perplexity and human evaluation measurement.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review related work on question generation. Section 3 introduces an overview of our model and a detailed description of each component. Section 4 details the experiments setup and their results. Section 5 concludes this paper and puts forward future work.
Related Work
The concept of question generation was presented dating back to 1976 by Wolfe [24] , which has attracted attention of the natural language generation community in recent years since the work of Rus et al. [20] .
Most works tackle this task with a template-based approach. Generally, they transform the input sentence into its syntactic representation, which then are used to generate an interrogative sentence. A lot of researches have focused on manually constructing question templates, and then applying them to generation questions [17, 10, 8] . Mostow et. al [17] proposed a self-questioning strategy for reading comprehension, in this strategy, three templates are firstly built to generate questions about what,how,why. Lindberg et al. [10] adopted a templated-based method, using predominately semantic information. This method bases on semantic patterns, which cast a wide syntactic net and a narrow semantic net. Then they construct questions according to the parser and templates. Heilman and Smith [8] introduced an overgenerate-and-rank approach. Their framework can be viewed as a two-step process for question generation. In the first step, it transforms the input sentence into a simpler sentence, which is transformed into a more succinct question. In the second step, the declarative sentence is transformed into sets of questions by a sequence of well-defined syntactic and lexical transformations. It identifies the answer phrases which may be targets for WH-movement and converts them into question phrases. Yao et al. [25] and Becker et al. [2] both followed this strategy. However, this kind of approaches does not work well when the input text is verbose, and the result is rough and redundant.
Another view is generating question based on semantic, the semantic role labels include subject, predicate verb, object, tense and so on. The semantic roles are used to determine the interrogative pronoun for the generated question [9, 13, 12] . Kunichika et al. [9] carried out their work in automatically generating reading comprehension questions, the questions included both syntax and semantic questions. Mazidi and Nielsen [12] uses semantic pattern recognition to crate questions of varying depth and type for self-study. Generation patterns specify the text, verb forms and semantic arguments form the source sentence to form the question. Mazidi and Tarau [13] focused on the frequency of pattern sentence occurrences and the consistency of semantic information conveyed by the pattern to generate questions, this method could generate questions in a low dimension. Such approaches generate a wider variety of questions which are not as closely bound to original text, and there are syntax errors in some questions.
Nowadays neural network with word embedding can be effectively applied to the natural language processing task with highly accurate results [7, 23] . Mostafazadeh et al. [16] introduced visual question generation to explore the deep connection between language and vision. Serban et al. [21] proposed generating simple factoid questions from logic triple (subject, relation, object). Their task tackles mapping from structured representation to natural language text, and their generated questions are consistent in terms of format. Xinya Du et.al [5] built a bigger dataset for text&question based on SQuAD 3 , and trained a sequence to sequence network to generate questions on level on word and paragraph. These supervised methods need a large scale of labeled data and cost much time to train the network, which are not a good way to handle question generation problem for a rare of Chinese dataset.
To conclude, most of the existing question generation models are based on full texts, leading to generate some redundant questions. in addition, the fragile ranking methods do not take enough features into account and many useless questions are generated. In order to improve the performance of Chinese question generation, ACQG identifies the key sentences in texts and utilizes multiple features for question ranking.
The Framework of Automatic Chinese Question Generation
The goal of ACQG is to generate more acceptable questions from text or paragraph. The framework is shown in Fig. 1 . This involves 1) identifying the key sentences of text with an adapted TextRank. 2) constructing questions according to rule-based templates. 3) ranking questions with a multi-feature neural network model. 
Key Sentences Identification
To identify the key sentences from text or paragraph, we use an adapted TextRank method. Graph-based ranking algorithm is a common measure to extract the key content in web [26, 14] . A similar method called TextRank [15] can be applied to extract summary from document. In this work, we use an adapted TextRank to identify key sentences from text, which converts text to a graph and calculates the score of each sentence node. When the score of a sentence is greater than the set threshold θ, the sentence will be selected. The original TextRank employs the BM25 4 to compute the similarity of sequence, whereas it has many manual setting parameters leading to inefficient results. Therefore, we use the cosine similarity replaced in our method. The details are described as follows.
The input text T is divided into some sentences with different terminators (e.g. ' ',' ',' ').
is the total number of sentences in T . Then we segment S i into words. S i = {w 0 , w 1 , ..., w k ..., w m }, w k represents a word in S i , m is the total number of words in S i .
We introduce Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency [1] to quantify each word, where
is an inverse word frequency in total texts, ||T || is the total number of texts in dataset. So a sentence can be represented to a word vector. The similar score is computed by Equation. 1.
For a given sentence S i , In(S i ) is the previous sentences, Out (S i ) is the subsequent sentences. The score of S i is computed using the Equation. 2.
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Where d is a parameter that is set between 0 and 1. When the algorithm finished, a score associates with each sentence, and it expresses the importance of sentence in text. Whether the sentence is selected or not depends on this score.
Question Construction
In this section, we describe how to construct questions from sentence. In particular, we focus on the structure and relation between words to construct questions. We design different rule-based templates to construct targeted questions from the parser tree.
Firstly Parser tree describes the relationship among verb, subject, object, and so on. We utilize it to analyze each sentence, and edit some templates learning from text to generate targeted questions. The templates are listed as follows.
number question : (QP
IP, PP, and VP represent different tag of words. A dot means subsequent follow and a left shaped arrow means an immediate subtree relation. These templates guide to search possible answer phrases on the parser tree. Once a subtree matches any template, a question will be constructed. In order to have a better understanding of each template, we list some examples in Table. 1.
Question Ranking
After the two processes above, we can obtain lots of questions, while these questions are sorted arbitrarily and the key questions do not always appear in the front rank of outputs. We build a multi-feature neural ranking model to select the top key questions. We import twelve features from the generated questions and text, shown in Table. 2, and design a multi-feature neural network model to rank them. This is an appropriate solution to the multiple features problem without manual intervention.
As shown in Table. 2, we select twelve features about generated questions and original text. Additionally, the features f 1∼f 5 are basic information of question and answer. f 6 are the n-gram scores in question sequence, which provide rich contextual information. f 7 is used to compute the keywords percentage in question. f 8∼f 10 are different tags of word distribution in question, which indicate the 
relativecause
(As Spring Festival is coming, the railway department has sold tickets in advance, but it is still difficult to buy a ticket. ) (As Spring Festival is coming, what's happened when the railway department has sold tickets in advance?) color , (After the weather red warning released, classes will be suspended.) (Classes will be suspended after which color warning released?) structure of question sequence. f 11 is a probability data, which represents the uncertainty of sentence. f 12 is a numerical statistic measure that is a popular sentence-weighting scheme.
We design a three layers neural network, as Fig. 2 , this model is a gradient descent method designed to minimize the total error of predicted score and human rated score. The input layer is all features of each question. The middle layer is a hidden layer with K nodes, and the last layer is the predicted score. f ij is jth feature of ith question. Furthermore, the multi-feature neural model is viewed as statistical model of the under form:
Where i = 1, 2, ..., M , M is the total number of training questions, f is the set of features, β j is the weight between layers, s is the predicted score, Ψ is a non-linear 
And we use the mean square error e as loss function, that is:
Where t i is the i-th actual score by human rated. We use a gradient descent method to reduce e. When e < ε, the neural network will be constructed, which can be used to compute the score of each question. Besides, by descending these scores attached to questions, we can obtain the top questions which are more acceptable by users.
Experiments
We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of our framework, and compare it with the state-of-the-art question generation systems.
Experimental Setup
We crawl ten topics of news data from Netease 6 and Toutiao 7 , which are the popular Chinese media and website. The news contains ten topics, such as Economic (Ec), House, National, Military, Woman, Cars, Sports, Web, Entertainment (En), and Others. There are two hundred media news totally in the dataset 8 . For each news topic, 80% news are selected randomly as the training set, the rest news is used as the testing set.
There are some parameters to setup before generating. In the adopted TextRank, the parameter d is usually set to 0.85 [15] , and this is the value we are also using in our implementation; the threshold θ is 1.2, which is a little greater than the independent sentence score. In neural ranking model, the parameter K, ε are set to 5, 0.01 [3] respectively. These values can ensure the model is robust. For sentences analysis, we apply the Stanford CoreNLP [11] to handle sentences including named entity recognizer and parser tree building.
We introduce three recent methods including H&S, HSKS and HSMF for comparison to evaluate the performance of each framework. The compared methods are listed as follows:
• H&S: H&S transforms the input sentence into a simpler sentence and the simpler sentence is transformed into sets of questions by a sequence of welldefined syntactic and lexical transformations. [8] • HSKS: HSKS extracts the key sentences from texts and then constructs questions from the key sentences using templates.
• HSMF: HSMF applies a multi-feature model to rank all generated questions to make the top questions more useful.
We calculate the perplexity [18] score of generated questions, which is used to compare probability for nature language processing. Note that the lower perplexity indicates the generated questions are more likely to human writing. Besides, we also use human evaluation that is frequently adopted in recent works about question generation [5, 22, 10] . In human evaluation, all generated questions mixed together are evaluated by human, and each question is rated by two people. In detail, we define an evaluation criterion of question with different score values.
• Good represents the question is related to the text well without grammatical error and its score is 3.
• Borderline represents the question has no problem from the view of the question but the answer does not make much sense (e.g., feature, today) and its score is 2.
• Bad represents the question is redundant or the answer is a part of other question and its score is 1. Furthermore, we introduce human evaluation into this work. The average marking scores are shown in Table. 4 , the detailed score distribution in each topic is shown in Fig. 3 . From Table. 4, we can see ACGQ has the highest score 2.37, which indicates that the generated questions are around Good and Borderline. The questions are more likely to be acceptable. Because of the bad input and fragile ranking method, H&S has a poor performance, whose human evaluation score is only 1.79. For HSKS and HSMF, whose human evaluation score are 2.12 and 1.95 respectively. They both show better performance than H&S, but perform worse than ACGQ. Thus, the results of human evaluation are consistent with the above automatic evaluation. Fig. 3 shows the detailed human evaluation score distribution in each topic. We can observe that all frameworks have a low satisfaction score in the topic of House. The reason is that the collected news is almost advertisements in House, which cannot generate meaningful questions. For other topics, H&S always shows a lower score in each topic, while ACQG always shows a higher score in each topic. For other frameworks, the results fluctuate within H&S and ACQG. In detail, the upper scores are 2.62 (Ec), 1.97(House), 2.46 (National), 2.29 (Military), 1.90 (Woman), 2.11 (Cars), 2.34 (Sports), 2.36 (Web), 2.27 (En), 2.45 (Others) respectively. HSKS pays attention to the main points of text, which filters some noisy sentences from verbose text, so the generated questions almost match texts well. HSMF takes enough features into account, which makes the ranking model effective, thus the top questions are more likely acceptable. ACGQ includes both improved components, so we can see the average score of ACQG by human evaluation is the highest. Therefore, ACQG works effectively by extracting key sentences instead of full text and improving ranking method.
Experimental Results

Fig. 3. The Human Evaluation in Each Topic
Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed an automatic Chinese question generation framework (ACQG), a novel framework that generates more meaningful questions automatically to help readers obtain the main content of Chinese text. We use key sentences rather than the full content to generate questions, and then a template-based method is built to construct more variant questions. Finally, these questions are ranking by an efficient ranking method that leverages a multi-feature neural model to solve the multiple features problem. Extensive experiments are conducted on a Chinese dataset from the popular Chinese website and media, and the results show a significant improvement in terms of perplexity and human evaluation comparing with the baseline methods. We believe the proposed method will play an important role in question generation.
There still exist limitations in ACGQ. For example the types of generated questions are limited which is caused by the limited templates. In the future work, we will design more useful templates from texts to generate more meaningful questions. In addition, we will construct enough pairs of text and questions to train an end-to-end neural model to generate high-quality Chinese questions directly.
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